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I am looking at forming a team for documenting the Modules Team and the Core Teams
changes in the wiki and to go through the forum and find discussion topics to turn help sheets
and guidances manuals.

I am looking for anyone with a Technical Writing background that wants to contribute to XOOPS
under my team management to document the XOOPS Core, XOOPS Modules & XOOPS
Hacks.

Part of what makes a good product is the team behind explaining how to use it.. XOOPS is no
exception. With most books on XOOPS in other languages apart from English there is a need
for documenting to be concise and easy to form.

Ideally I am looking for a team of 10 people.. Both male and female and the role comes with
training and support references material.. I am looking to change my role at XOOPS from the
core under-write to documentation manager.

You can contact me about this by the following way:

Skype: wishcraft555

MSN: lsd25@hotmail.com

Mobes: 61424245406

eMail: simon@xoops.org

IF you don't have 8 - 15 hours a fortnight to dedicate to documenting XOOPS then please do
not apply, there are no age restrictions and some young guns would be good.

I have noticed with the younger crowd here at XOOPS they feel that there age is a hindrance on
getting involved, if you are between the ages of 16 to 65 these are ideal ages to sign up and get
motivated -- so please write me an email attach your resume if you have one (This is
voluntary/charity role) and send it to your senior XOOPS Developer.

You need to have at least a written language in english (other languages desirable for
translating) and need to have medium to advance technical writing skills.
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I am looking at forming a team for documenting the Modules Team and the Core Teams
changes in the wiki and to go through the forum and find discussion topics to turn help sheets
and guidances manuals.

I am looking for anyone with a Technical Writing background that wants to contribute to XOOPS
under my team management to document the XOOPS Core, XOOPS Modules & XOOPS
Hacks.

Part of what makes a good product is the team behind explaining how to use it.. XOOPS is no
exception. With most books on XOOPS in other languages apart from English there is a need
for documenting to be concise and easy to form.

Ideally I am looking for a team of 10 people.. Both male and female and the role comes with
training and support references material.. I am looking to change my role at XOOPS from the
core under-write to documentation manager.

You can contact me about this by the following way:

Skype: wishcraft555

MSN: lsd25@hotmail.com

Mobes: 61424245406

eMail: simon@xoops.org

IF you don't have 8 - 15 hours a fortnight to dedicate to documenting XOOPS then please do
not apply, there are no age restrictions and some young guns would be good.

I have noticed with the younger crowd here at XOOPS they feel that there age is a hindrance on
getting involved, if you are between the ages of 16 to 65 these are ideal ages to sign up and get
motivated -- so please write me an email attach your resume if you have one (This is
voluntary/charity role) and send it to your senior XOOPS Developer.

You need to have at least a written language in english (other languages desirable for
translating) and need to have medium to advance technical writing skills.
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